When this experiment was undertaken, the only studies of the excitation produced by nuclear capture of muons had been carried out using cosmic ray . . 2 ··---~~ _J;>,B.~~l:' .. ~e:p~~~~ ~~--~periment to study the production and behavior
of negative muons using nuclear track emulsion detectors in the vicinity of
---·· a_ tar~~t ~~~~~e -~~~--cyclotron •. ~. T~~-bom"l:lard~~--P:r;ootoY_l beam had an energy of 340 Mev, which exceeds the threshold for single production of muons by more
Mev~ if such a process is possible, and also exceeds the threshold for production of muons in pairs, one member of whi~h will have an· energy of 60 Mev, and thus be capable of detection in this experimento -~-~.,.,._,.
-.,..
emerged. in the f'OX'Wal"d dir~ction 9 i., eo pa:~tallel to the oo;mbarding beam9 in
--.
other than the tuget would be admitted in a l!lru!.©h wider momentum interval., 
energy pions will SJcatter into the channel am appear with l«mger rangeso .. 
!;'•
At the end of the ©bannel 9 in the position marked A in Figo 1 wa~ pla©ed
a.rectangular c~pper absorber~ 2o0 ~o thick 9 whiGh ~top~fi mes©lM of' m.o:men.ta
up to 142 Mev/co However 9 u.. mesons ot momenta greater than 120 Mev/c pene= 
ition of the emulsion in the absorberso This method of stopping the 'f( mesons was employed only after the experi-
ment had been tried without using the rectangular absorber. Originally it
was hoped to observe the"!'( mesons and 1.1.. mesons on the same plate separated
._ __ --·.
- admitted b,y the channel was scanned to obtain the muon=pion ratio used in
estimating the upper limit on the cross section for direct productiono
However, without the rectangular block, some1fmesons were able to reach the Fig. 4 shows one of these ·starso George and 6 ---· Evans 9 exposing plates underground to cosmic rays 9 deduced that 4o8 percent 
10
The fact that several experimenters believe that some of these pronglets are too heavily ionizing to be elec= trons suggests as an alternate interpretation that some of these events
.. and momenttim interval to obtain an upper limit on the ratio of the cross sec= tiona d a·-jd.O.dp f'or muon and pion productiono For this 9 a plate which had been exposed without the absorber A. of Figo 2 was scanned and the ratio of' muons to pions admitted by the channel was found t© be Ool3& Of the m1.ions 9 12 percent is the maximum fraction which could have been directly produced in th6
targeto Therefore maximum value of do-/dn.dp at pc ~ 129 Mevl' in the frorward direction is Oo015 times the cross section for negative pion production in the same intervaL 
